
Abstract. Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) is frequently used clinically, and is available for the
whole-body screening for tumors. The exact mechanism by
which the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) value decreases
in tumorous tissue remains unclear, although various theories
have been proposed, including intracellular and extracellular
factor theories. It is impossible to distinguish each factor in
the intracellular and extracellular spaces as the source of
MR signal generation by means of conventional comparison
between MR images and pathological specimens. Other
factors which have been reported to affect ADC include
cellularity and cellular edema of human tissues, and tempera-
ture of phantoms at the time of measurement. We employed a
new technique that enables cellular MR imaging using a
newly developed bio-phantom containing a living culture
tumor cell line, Jurkat-N1. We investigated possible reasons
for observed decreases in ADC values for tumors, and we
considered the contribution of both the intracellular and
extracellular space to such a decrease. The ADC values of
the bio-phantom increased with increasing heat exposure
from 27 to 45˚C. ADC values also increased after the
destruction by sonication of tumor cell membranes. ADC
values decreased as cellularity increased in the bio-phantom.
ADC values decreased due to cellular edema caused by a low

salt concentration in the bio-phantom. Changes in pressure in
the bio-phantom had no effect on the observed ADC values.
We calculated both the intracellular ADC and extracellular
ADC values using the ADC values, cellularity, and cellular
volume of Jurkat-N1 cells in the bio-phantom. The extra-
cellular ADC values in the bio-phantom were estimated to be
lower than the ADC value of distilled water. These results
indicate that not only intracellular ADC values, but also
extracellular ADC values contribute to the determination of
the ADC values of bio-phantoms. This is the first report to
have examined the contribution of intracellular and extra-
cellular space on the ADC values of bio-phantoms containing
cultured tumor cells.

Introduction

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a useful method for the
early diagnosis of cerebrovascular diseases by magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). DWI has also frequently been
used for whole-body screening for tumors (1). It is well
known that apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values
decrease in tumorous tissue. The ADC map that is calculated
from DWI reflects the diffusion of water molecules. ADC
maps are currently used for the early diagnosis and follow-up
treatment of tumors (2-4), and to evaluate the degree of
tumor differentiation (5,6) and assess the grade of tumor
malignancy (5). Recently, new pulse sequences have been
developed, including diffusion-weighted whole-body imaging
with background body signal suppression (DWIBS) (7).

Although the exact mechanism by which ADC values are
reduced in tumors remains unclear, a number theories have
been proposed to account for this phenomenon, e.g., changes
in water diffusion in the intracellular space (8-10) and extra-
cellular space (11), and those in both the intracellular and
extracellular spaces (11) of tumors. In addition, changes in
tumor cellularity (6,12), as well as cellular necrosis and edema
(11) have been suggested to be causally related to decreases
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in tumor ADC values. Thus far, these putative mechanisms of
decrease have been investigated by comparison of MR images
and pathological specimens obtained from patients as well as
laboratory animals. However, such comparisons have not yet
reliably identified a factor in either the intracellular or the
extracellular space as the source of signal generation during
MR imaging. The factors affecting the diffusion of water
molecules in general, i.e., temperature (10) at the time of
measurement, have been reported as exerting an effect on
signal generation.

Here we developed a new technique that enables cellular
MR imaging using a newly developed bio-phantom which
could contain living-culture tumor cells. This system was
developed in order to separately investigate the involvement
of intracellular and extracellular factors. MR imaging of
living-culture tumor cells enables the experimental creation
and imitation of various clinical conditions caused by tumors;
thus, the relationship between MR imaging and various clinical
conditions such as cellularity, cellular edema, temperature,
and pressure can be effectively and reliably observed in a
bio-phantom.

No studies reported to date have provided the precise
ADC values of the intracellular and extracellular space in
tumorous tissue. This is the first report of a study in which
the contribution of the intracellular and extracellular space to
ADC values was examined using bio-phantoms containing
cultured tumor cells.

Materials and methods

Preparation of bio-phantom containing cultured tumor cells
Cells and cell culture. We used Jurkat-N1 cells for the
present study. The Jurkat-N1 cell line is a stably expressing
transfectant of enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)
established by the transfection of the pEGFP-N1 vector
(Clontech Laboratories, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) into Jurkat
cells, a human leukemic T cell line. The cells for the present
study were obtained from the RIKEN Cell Bank (Ibaraki,
Japan). The cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (pH 7.4;
Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA), and were supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (Filtron PTY, Ltd., Brooklyn,
VIC, Australia) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin-neomycin
(Gibco). Cell culturing was performed in an incubator with 5%
CO2 plus 95% air at 37˚C.

Cell treatment before encapsulation into the bio-phantom
Alteration of cellularity using the gellan gum. Cells were
initially spun down into a pellet at 1200 rpm for 5 min. To
alter cellularity in the phantom, other cells were diluted by
mixing them with 0.5% w/w gellan gum (P-8169; Sigma
Chemicals Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA), which had been
dissolved in distilled water (DW), and highly concentrated
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The final concentrations
were adjusted to 0.125% w/w gellan gum in PBS and 0.25%
w/w gellan gum in PBS.

Cell destruction by sonication. Cells were treated 8 times
for 9.9 sec each at 0˚C with 60 watts in a sonication device
(Sonics and Materials, Inc., Newtown, CT, USA). Then, the
cells were diluted by mixing them with 0.5% w/w gellan gum

which had been dissolved in DW, and highly concentrated
PBS, to yield a final concentration of 0.25% w/w gellan gum
in PBS.

Alteration of salt concentration of the extracellular fluid. To
alter the salt concentration of the extracellular fluid, the cells
were mixed with 0.5% w/w gellan gum which had been
dissolved in DW, and the mixture of cells and gellan gum
was then dissolved in either low- or high-salt concentrated
PBS. The final concentrations were adjusted to 0.25% w/w
gellan gum in two different PBS solutions, one with a salt
concentration of 0.5 times (low), and the other with a salt
concentration of 1.5 times (high).

Other cells were mixed with PBS with a low and high salt
concentration, thereby respectively yielding a low-salt
concentrate suspension in 0.5 PBS and a high-salt suspension
in 1.5 PBS. The cells were then spun down and used for
encapsulation.

Observation of cell morphology after each treatment. After
each treatment, the cells were stained with Hoechst 33342
and were observed by phase-contrast fluorescent microscopy.
Images of 50 cells were analyzed using the Image-J image
processing software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
MD, USA). The diameters of the nuclei and cells were
measured with fluorescent Hoechst 33342 images and bright-
field images, respectively, in order to calculate the nuclear
and cellular volumes as 4π r3/3 (r, radius), and the nuclear-
cellular volume ratios.

Encapsulation of cells into a bio-phantom. We created bio-
phantoms that encapsulated Jurkat-N1 cells (Fig. 1A). We
initially created a well (Fig. 1A-c) with dimensions of 7 mm
x 7 mm x 30 mm in order to enclose the tumor cells (Fig. 1A-b)
in the phantom case (Fig. 1A-a), which was 22 mm in
diameter, and 54 mm in height (93-3825-3; Sansyo, Tokyo,
Japan). The well was made of 0.25% w/w gellan gum that
had been heated and dissolved in PBS. For experimental
observation of the effects of changes in the salt concentration
of the extracellular fluid, the wells were made of 0.25% w/w
gellan gum heated and dissolved in PBS of low or high
concentration, to respectively yield solutions with PBS salt
concentrations of 0.5 or 1.5.

The cells were placed into the well, after cellularity was
quantified by an electric cell counter (Coulter Electronics,
Ltd., Luton, UK). The well was then sealed with 0.25% w/w
gellan gum.

Preparation of bio-phantom containing animal tissue
Tumor creation and extraction. Five-week-old skid mice
were obtained at 6 weeks of age from the mouse colony at
Okayama University. The mice were housed under pathogen-
free conditions in the animal facilities at Okayama University,
where sterilized food and water were provided ad libitum.
The animal experiment protocols were approved by the
Animal Care and Use Committees of Okayama University.
The Jurkat-N1 cell suspension was transplanted into the mice
under the back skin. The area of tumor cell transplantation
was inspected once per week to check for possible tumor
growth. In cases when a tumor was noted at 118 days post-
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transplantation, the mouse was sacrificed, and the tumor and
the liver were extracted.

Encapsulation of animal tissue into the bio-phantom. We
first created a well that consisted of 0.25% w/w gellan gum
heated and dissolved by PBS in order to enclose the animal
tissue in the phantom case. The extracted mouse tumor and
liver tissues were placed into the well (Fig. 1B and C), which
was then sealed with 0.25% w/w gellan gum.

Preparation of control phantoms. The each following material
was encapsulated in a phantom case in order to create control
phantoms: DW, RPMI-1640, PBS, 0.125% w/w gellan gum
diluted with PBS, and 0.25% w/w gellan gum diluted with
PBS.

Treatment of phantoms during MR imaging
Heat treatment of phantoms. We developed a heating device
that enabled us to apply direct heat to the phantoms during
MR imaging, i.e., when placed in the MRI system. The
container of the phantom case (Fig. 1D-a) was covered with a
tube (Fig. 1D-b). Both the container and tube were enclosed
in a styrofoam box (Fig. 1D-c and E-a). The tube (Fig. 1D-b
and E-c) around the container was connected to a circulating

temperature-regulated water bath (Fig. 1F-a; Thermo-mate
BF-41, Yamato Scientific Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The
phantoms were gradually heated to temperatures monitored
within a range of 27-45˚C during MR imaging (Fig. 1F).

For MR imaging under a constant temperature at 37˚C,
the phantoms were heated by a temperature-regulated water
bath. The phantom-case container (Fig. 1D-a) and other
containers (Fig. 1G) were enclosed in a styrofoam box during
MR imaging.

An optical fiber thermometer (Fig. 1F-b; Fluoroptic™
Thermometer m600, Luxtron Co., Santa Clara, CA, USA)
was used for temperature monitoring of the phantoms during
MR imaging.

Phantom pressure treatment. We created a pressurizing
device that enabled us to directly pressurize the phantoms in
the MRI system during MR imaging. Carrageenan (314-771-
5750; Sigma Chemicals Corp.) was heated and melted with
PBS, and was then mixed with NaN3 to yield a final concen-
tration of 4% w/w carrageenan and 0.03% w/w NaN3. Melted
carrageenan was solidified in a 500-ml plastic container
(Fig. 1G) to form the well that contained the phantom case
(Fig. 1G-a). A pressure gauge was connected to the cap of
the container via a three-way cock. Air was added to the
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Figure 1. The phantom and methods used. (A) Bio-phantom that encapsulated the tumor cells. (a) Phantom case; (b) enclosed tumor cells; (c) well. (B) Bio-
phantom, including tumor tissue. (C) Bio-phantom, including mouse liver. (D) Phantom case container. (a) Phantom case container filled with 0.9% w/w
sodium chloride solution and 0.03% w/w NaN3; (b) tube around the container; (c) styrofoam box. (E) MR imaging of phantoms. (a) Styrofoam box, including
the phantom case container; (b) head coil in the clinical MRI system (1.5 T Magnetom VISION); (c) tube connection between the container and the
circulating temperature-regulated water bath. (F) Heating device for phantoms and a thermometer. (a) Circulating temperature-regulated water bath; (b)
optical fiber thermometer used for temperature-monitoring in phantoms during MR imaging. (G) Pressurizing device. (a) Phantom case in carrageenan. (H)
Pressurizing procedure carried out using pumped air and a pressure gauge. (I) ADC map. (a) Circular region of interest (ROI) at the center of cells in the
phantom on the ADC map.
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container such that the phantom in the container could be
pressurized at 300 mmHg (Fig. 1H). The container was
enclosed in a styrofoam box during MR imaging.

MR imaging
Diffusion-weighted MR imaging. In this study, a clinical
1.5-T MRI system (Magnetom Vision, Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany) and head coil (Fig. 1E-b) were used for imaging.
The scan parameters were as follows: TR, 4000 ms; TE,
100 ms; number of excitations, 2; matrix, 98x128; field of
view, 210x210 mm; b value, 0, 500 and 1000 sec/mm2; and
thickness, 3 mm. The DWI images of three directions, phase-
encoding, readout and slice-selective direction, were taken by
using a multi-shot spin-echo echo-planar imaging (SE-EPI)
sequence.

A maximum of 4 phantoms were used in each imaging
session. Each image was obtained while the sample was
exposed to increasing heat, i.e., ~1˚C intervals of increasing
temperature from 27 to 45˚C were applied to the phantoms.

Calculation of ADC value. The signal intensities in each
pixel of the DWI images in each direction were plotted on
the vertical axis of the graph as a function of the b values on
the lateral axis. The slope of the regression line was obtained
by the least-squares method and was defined as the ADC
value in each direction. ADC values obtained from three
directions were averaged for each pixel. The averaged ADC
values were plotted on each pixel as an ADC map. We placed

circular regions of interest (ROIs, Fig. 1I-a) at the center of
cells and tumors in phantoms on ADC maps, and we selected
and averaged the ADC values in each ROI using Image-J
image processing software.

Results

Change in ADC values of cells and tissues under different
conditions. We changed the cellularity as follows: 5.73x108

cells/ml (cell pellet, Fig. 2A), 4.11x108 cells/ml (cell pellet
mixed in 0.125% w/w gellan gum, Fig. 2B) and 1.89x108 cells/
ml (cell pellet mixed in 0.25% w/w gellan gum, Fig. 2C),
using gellan gum. Microscopic observations (Fig. 2A-C)
indicated that the extracellular space increased as cellularity
decreased. The ADC values decreased in the following
order: 1.89x108 cells/ml cells (Fig. 2E-c), 4.11x108 cells/ml
cells (Fig. 2E-d), 5.73x108 cells/ml cells (Fig. 2E-e), mouse
liver (Fig. 2E-f), and tumor tissue (Fig. 2E-g), as shown in
Fig. 2E.

The ADC values of control phantoms (RPMI-1640, PBS,
0.125% w/w gellan gum diluted with PBS and 0.25% w/w
gellan gum diluted with PBS) were virtually identical to the
ADC value of a control phantom (DW) (Fig. 2F).

Changes in ADC values of cells destroyed by sonication. As
sonication destroys cellular membranes, we were unable to
recognize the cellular morphology of the sonicated
1.89x108 cells/ml sample mixed in 0.25% w/w gellan gum
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Figure 2. Microscopic images and ADC values of cells and tissues under different conditions. (A) The bright-field microscopic image of 5.73x108 cells/ml.
(B) The bright-field microscopic image of 4.11x108 cells/ml. (C) The bright-field microscopic image of 1.89x108 cells/ml. (D) The bright-field microscopic
image of 1.89x108 cells /ml cells treated by sonication. (E) ADC values of phantoms, including cells and tissue and DW as a function of phantom
temperatures. (a) DW; (b) 1.89x108 cells/ml treated by sonication; (c) 1.89x108 cells/ml; (d) 4.11x108 cells/ml; (e) 5.73x108 cells/ml; (f) mouse liver; (g)
tumor tissue. (F) ADC values of control phantoms as a function of phantom temperatures. (Δ) DW; (■) PBS; (●) RPMI-1640; (▲) 0.125% w/w gellan gum; (◊)
0.25% w/w gellan gum.
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under microscopic observation (Fig. 2D). The ADC value of
the cells increased after sonication (Fig. 2E-b, E-c).

Change in ADC values by temperature. The ADC value of
each of the bio-phantoms (containing cells or tissue) and
control phantoms increased with temperature increases, as
shown in Fig. 2E and F. The ADC value-increasing rates per
1˚C were heterogeneous and varied from 0.014x10-3 mm2/
sec/˚C to 0.062x10-3 mm2/sec/˚C.

Changes in ADC values and cellular morphology by salt
concentration. The 5.73x108 cells/ml sample in 0.25% w/w
gellan gum and in PBS with a low (0.5) salt concentration
(Fig. 3A) showed edema, swelling and increases in size over
that of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and PBS (Fig. 3B).
The cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and in PBS with a high
(1.5) salt concentration (Fig. 3C) shrank to a smaller size than
that of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and PBS (Fig. 3B).

Nuclear staining with Hoechst 33342 demonstrated that
the cytoplasm of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and in PBS

with a low (0.5) salt concentration increased more markedly
than did the nucleus of the same cells (Fig. 3D and E). The
nucleus/cytoplasm ratio of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and
in PBS with a low (0.5) salt concentration was 0.43±0.16, and
thus was smaller than that of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum
and PBS, i.e., 0.58±0.12 (Fig. 3F).

The ADC values of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and in
PBS with a low (0.5) salt concentration at room temperature
and at 37˚C were lower than the ADC values of cells in
0.25% w/w gellan gum and PBS. The ADC values of cells in
0.25% w/w gellan gum and in PBS with a high (1.5) salt
concentration at room temperature and at 37˚C were higher
than the ADC values of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and
PBS (Fig. 3G).

Moreover, the ADC values of cell pellets in PBS with a
low (0.5) salt concentration at room temperature and at 37˚C
were lower than those of cell pellets in PBS (Fig. 3H).

Changes in ADC values by pressure. A pressure of 300 mmHg
did not alter ADC values at 37˚C of samples containing the
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Figure 3. Change in ADC values and cellular morphology by salt concentration. (A) Bright-field microscopic image of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and in
PBS with a low (0.5) salt concentration. (B) Bright-field microscopic image of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and PBS. (C) Bright-field microscopic image
of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and in PBS with a high (1.5) salt concentration. (D) Fluorescent images (Hoechst 33342) of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum
and in PBS with a low (0.5) salt concentration. (E) Fluorescent images (Hoechst 33342) of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and PBS. (F) The nucleus/
cytoplasm ratio of cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and in PBS with a low salt concentration (0.5X PBS, white column) and cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and
PBS (1X PBS, black column). The error bars represent one standard deviation. (G) The ADC values at room temperature and 37˚C by salt concentration.
Cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and in PBS with a low (0.5) salt concentration (white column). Cells in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and PBS (black column). Cells
in 0.25% w/w gellan gum and in PBS with a high (1.5) salt concentration (gray column). The error bars represent one standard deviation. (H) The ADC values
of cell pellets in PBS with a low (0.5) salt concentration (white column) and cell pellets in PBS (black column), both at room temperature and at 37˚C. The
error bars represent one standard deviation.
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following: DW, 4% w/w carrageenan, and 6.35x107 cells/ml,
in contrast to with the altered ADC values of corresponding
samples under a pressure of 0 mmHg (Fig. 4).

Discussion

It is well known that ADC values are lower in tumorous
tissue than in the surrounding normal tissue. However, the
mechanism driving this difference has remained obscure. In
general, factors that affect the diffusion of water molecules
[e.g., differences in cellularity (6,12), cellular necrosis and

edema (11), temperature (10), viscosity (10), etc.] have been
reported to be associated with changes in ADC values. In the
present series, we used uniform cellular bio-phantoms to
investigate alterations in the ADC values of cells according
to cellularity, cellular edema caused by low salt concen-
tration, cell sonication (which destroys the cell membrane
and enlarges the extracellular space), and pressurization
[which may increase viscosity (13)]. The ADC values of cells
increased as the temperature increased and as plasma mem-
branes were destroyed by sonication. Increases in cellularity
and decreases in salt concentration reduced the ADC values
of the cells. Pressurization was not found to alter the ADC
values of the cells examined. These results indicate that
increases in cellularity and cellular edema are related not
only to increases in intracellular space, but also to the narrow-
ness of the extracellular space, which in turn reduces ADC
values. It is also well known that ADC values are related to
viscosity (10). Moreover, viscosity has also been related to
pressure (13). We investigated the relationship between
pressure and ADC values using bio-phantoms in order to
examine whether or not the known decrease in the ADC
values of tumors is related to any increases in intra-tumoral
pressure. Our results did not suggest that increases in intra-
tumoral pressure are causing the observed decrease in the
ADC values of tumors.

MR images of cells have been acquired and presented in
subsequent reports. There are several methods of conducting
MR imaging of cells, including the use of cell pellets (14),
gelatinous material including cells (15-19), and particular
instruments for cell culture (9,20). Only two reports (9,20)
have investigated the ADC values of cells using a particular
cell culture device referred to as a ‘Hollow fiber’ device
together with an experimental MRI system.

This is the first report of the ADC values of cells using
cell pellets, gelatinous material containing cells, and a clinical
MRI system. Several previously applied methods have
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Figure 4. Change in ADC values by pressure. No alteration of ADC values
was observed under 300 mmHg pressure (black column) at 37˚C in the case
of DW, 4% w/w carrageenan, and 6.35x107 cells/ml, compared with the
ADC values of corresponding samples under zero pressure (0 mmHg; white
column). The error bars indicate one standard deviation.

Figure 5. The relationship between intracellular and extracellular ADC values. (A) The relationship between intracellular and extracellular ADC values of
4.11x108 cells/ml (a), 5.73x108 cells/ml (b), and tumorous tissue (c-e), assuming that the cell fractions in the tumorous tissue were 0.4 (c), 0.6 (d) and 0.8 (e).
(B) The relationship between intracellular and extracellular ADC values when the cell fraction in the tumorous tissue was 0.4. (f) Range of intracellular ADC
values; (g) range of extracellular ADC values of 4.11x108 cells/ml; (h) range of extracellular ADC values of 5.73x108 cells/ml; (i) the range of extracellular
ADC values of tumorous tissue in which the cell fraction was 0.4.
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involved gelatin (17,18), 1-2% agarose (15,16) or low-melting
agarose (19) for the MR imaging of cells. With these
previously reported methods, there remains the possibility
that cells could be affected by heat, as gelatinous materials
melt when exposed to heat at temperatures of 40˚C (19) or
60˚C (18) before the step of embedding cells. Here, we
developed a novel method of enclosing cells into bio-
phantoms using gellan gum at room temperature, which
obviated the need to apply heat. Gellan gum is a linear,
anionic heteropolysaccharide produced by the microorganism
Sphingomonas elodea (21,22). Gellan gum is harmless, and is
used in the food industry, primarily as a gelling agent. Gellan
gum has a molecular structure based on a tetrasaccharide
repeating unit composed of (1-3)-ß-D-glucose, (1-4)-ß-D-
glucuronic acid, (1-4)-ß-D-glucose, and (1-4)-ß-L-rhamnose
as the backbone with acyl substituents of L-glycerate and
acetate at the C-2 and C-6 (approximately 50%) positions of
the (1-3)-linked D-glucose, respectively (23). Gellan gum
turns into a gel by a bridge bond to L-glyceryl radical (24).
The heated gellan gum solution forms a gel not only with a
reduction in temperature, but also in the presence of a metal
ion. We made use of this characteristic of gellan gum, and
solidified the cooled gellan gum solution by the addition of
salt to encapsulate living cells into bio-phantoms at room
temperature. This method enabled the MR imaging of cells
under physiological conditions, which provides an advantage
over previously reported conventional methods.

Diffusion-weighted MRI is in common clinical use, and
has been made available for whole-body screening for tumors
(1). The exact mechanism by which ADC values decrease in
tumors has remained unclear to date. Sugahara et al (6) and
Lyng et al (12) reported that ADC values decreased as cellu-
larity increased. Schoeniger et al (8) and Sehy et al (10)
investigated the ADC values of an individual cell, and reported
that diffusion in the cell cytoplasm was more inhibited than

that in the nucleus. These results appear to support the notion
that intracellular ADC values are crucial for determining the
ADC values of tumors. On the other hand, Koh and Collins
(11) reported that ADC values increase with increases in the
extracellular space due to the destruction of cellular mem-
branes following anticancer drug treatment. Thus, the extra-
cellular ADC value appears to play an important role in
determining the ADC value of a tumor.

We also considered the relative degrees to which the
intracellular and extracellular space respectively contribute to
the determination of the ADC values of bio-phantoms.
Therefore, we considered the experimental ADC values of
the bio-phantoms created for this series. We assumed that the
ADC value in a boxel would be determined by the ratio of
the ADC values of the intracellular space and the extra-
cellular space. Thus, the ADC value in a boxel was calculated
as follows:

ADC value = [a x b + c x (1-b)], [1]

where (a) is the intracellular ADC value, (c) is the extra-
cellular ADC value, and (b) is the fraction of cells.

We were able to determine the relationship between the
intracellular and extracellular ADC values (plotted in Fig. 5),
as we had determined ADC values of the phantoms and the
fractions of cells, which were substituted into equation [1] in
this experiment. The ADC values of the phantoms and the
cell fractions used for the calculations are summarized in
Table I. The fraction of cells was determined by multiplying
cellularity by a mean cellular volume of 50 cells. Each
cellular volume was calculated from the radius (r) of a cell,
defined as 4π r3/3. As regards calculations for tumor tissues,
the exact fraction of cells remained unclear, but was assumed
to be greater than 0.267 (i.e., the fraction of the cell pellet)
and less than 0.74 [i.e., the maximum filling fraction of spheres
in a cube as calculated using the Kepler conjecture (25)]. We
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Table I. ADC values of phantoms and the cell fractions used for calculations.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ADC Cellularity Volume of
(x10-3 mm2/sec) (cells/ml) one cell (ml) Cell fractions

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Tumor tissue 0.45 - 4.66x10-10 -
5.73x108 cells/ml 2.08 5.73x108 4.66x10-10 0.267
4.11x108 cells/ml 2.27 4.11x108 4.66x10-10 0.191
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Table II. Range of intracellular and extracellular ADC values for each cell fraction.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Extracellular ADC value (x10-3 mm2/sec)
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Cell Intracellular ADC value Tumor 5.73x108 4.11x108

fraction (x10-3 mm2/sec) tissue cells/ml cells/ml
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

0.8 0.00-0.56 0.00-2.25 1.45-1.65 2.44-2.57
0.6 0.00-0.75 0.00-1.13 1.38-1.65 2.39-2.57
0.4 0.00-1.12 0.00-0.75 1.24-1.65 2.31-2.57

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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plotted the relationship between the intracellular and extra-
cellular ADC values of the tumor tissue based on the
assumption that the cells fractions in the tumorous tissue
were 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 (Fig. 5A). Fig. 5A shows that the
extracellular ADC values in the phantoms were lower than
the ADC value of DW, i.e., 3.10x10-3 mm2/sec. This finding
indicates that not only the intracellular ADC values, but also
the extracellular ADC values play an important role in deter-
mining the ADC values of the phantoms.

We also considered the range of intracellular and extra-
cellular ADC values based on the assumption that the intra-
cellular ADC values of Jurkat-N1 cells and tumors would be
identical among phantoms, as shown in Fig. 5B. For example,
in the case of a 0.4 cell-fraction value, the range of intra-
cellular ADC values was between 0.00x10-3 mm2/sec and
1.12x10-3 mm2/sec, the range of extracellular ADC values
of 5.73x108 cells/ml was between 1.24x10-3 mm2/sec and
1.65x10-3 mm2/sec, the range of extracellular ADC values
of 4.11x108 cells/ml was between 2.31x10-3 mm2/sec and
2.57x10-3 mm2/sec, and the range of the extracellular ADC
value of the tumorous tissue was between 0.00x10-3 mm2/sec
and 0.75x10-3 mm2/sec (Fig. 5B). In Table II, we have sum-
marized these ranges in each case examined (i.e., 0.4, 0.6 and
0.8 as the cell fraction).

No reports to date have provided the precise ADC values
of the intracellular and extracellular space in tumorous tissue.
This is the first study to have investigated the degree of
contribution of the intracellular and extracellular space on
the determination of ADC values using cultured cells and a
clinical MRI system. Ultimately, our findings suggest that
not only intracellular ADC values, but also extracellular ADC
values, play an important role in the determination of the ADC
values of bio-phantoms and tumorous tissues. Increases in
cellularity and cellular edema may be related not only to
increases in intracellular space, but also to the narrowness of
the extracellular space, which in turn may reduce ADC values.
New bio-phantoms created for basic MRI studies could serve
as tools for elucidating the precise mechanisms involved in
DWI for clinical use.
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